How to reach EDF Lab Saclay by public transportation?

You are strongly advised to buy a weekly Navigo card including ‘Zones 1-5’ for easy transportation. Good to know: ‘gare routière’ means bus station.

**Take the RER southbound to ‘Massy Palaiseau’** (check that your train does not go to ‘Robinson’)

From the platform, follow the ‘Gares routières’ sign, on the ‘Atlantis’ side.
Walk eastwards along the bridge above the binaries, and follow ‘Gare routière provisoire’ / ‘91.06’
Walk your way southward following the ‘91.06’ tag.
Carry on, it’s a bit farther. Find the bus platforms and select the 91.06 one.

Take the bus with your Navigo card
It is a 10-15 min ride. Beware, the normal road is closed (wrong panel in the bus) and you cannot stop at ‘Campus’. Instead, stop at ‘Thomas Gobert’, just after the ‘IPVF’ building.
Walk westwards along the next narrow street. You should spot the EDF building when you reach the other side.
A few last steps through a construction area and you’re in. Welcome!